The demonstration of the generation and control of a pure spin current (without net charge flow) by electric fields and/or temperature gradient has been an essential leap in the quest for low-power consumption electronics. The key issue of whether and how such a current can be utilized to drive and control information stored in magnetic domain walls (DWs) is still outstanding and is addressed here. We demonstrate that pure spin current acts on DWs in a magnetic stripe with an effective spin-transfer torque resulting in a mutual DWs separation dynamics and picosecond magnetization reversal. In addition, long-range (∼ mm) antiferromagnetic DWs coupling emerges. If one DW is pinned by geometric constriction, the spin current induces a dynamical spin orbital interaction that triggers an internal electric field determined by E ∼ê x · (n 1 × n 2 ) where n 1/2 are the effective DWs orientations andê x is their spatial separation vector. This leads to charge accumulation or persistent electric current in the wire. As DWs are routinely realizable and tuneable, the predicted effects bear genuine potential for power-saving spintronics devices.
Introduction. Generally, the interaction between charge currents and localized magnetic textures, e.g. domain walls (DWs), has attracted intense research as a paradigm for the interplay of charge and spin degrees of freedom, but also due to novel spintronic applications [1] [2] [3] . For instance, concepts based on magnetism being controlled by currents/currentinduced torques (e.g., racetrack memory) are discussed as a yet new branch in the evolution of functionalities of spintronic devices [4] [5] [6] . In general, current-induced magnetization dynamics can be understood by means of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gibert equation (LLG) [7, 8] .
Within this phenomenological description, two additional contributions to the torques may arise that stem from the spatially nonuniform magnetization [9, 10] . 1) An adiabatic spintransfer torques (STT): in this case the carriers' spins follow adiabatically the direction of the local magnetization; and 2) a nonadiabatic contribution that gains importance when the carriers wave length is comparable to the spatial extension of the non-collinear region.
Thus, theoretically the spin-polarized, charged current-induced DW dynamics is fairly well understood. For applications, however, obstacles have to be circumvented that are associated by the required high charge current density entailing high energy consumption and dissipation.
As shown below, a surprisingly effective solution to these problems is achieved by going in a qualitatively novel direction and utilizing a pure carrier spin current, i.e. a flow of electron spin angular momentum. That such a spin current can be generated in a versatile and energy-effective way is evidenced by an impressive series of recent discoveries: E.g., an open circuit spin currents can be generated by a temperature gradient in a spin-Seebeck effect (SSE) geometry [11] [12] [13] [14] , or due to spin-Hall effect [15] , or by means of ferromagnetic resonance [16] . These findings open the way for spintronic devices controlled by spin flow with the advantage of energy-consumption reduction [17] . The issue of how a long-lived pure carrier spin current can be utilized to steer magnetic textures (DWs) is obviously of a critical importance and has not yet been addressed, to the best of our knowledge. In this Letter, we show that in a magnetic nanowire with double DWs (cf. Fig.1a) , interferences due to spin-dependent transmissions and reflections of the spin current give rise to an indirect long-range antiferromagnetic coupling between DWs. An intrinsic electric field related to the DWs configuration with a broken mirror symmetry is predicted,
the DWs at a constriction, the second DW is found to possess an ultrafast (∼ ps) magnetic reversal and inter-domain wall displacement, evidencing that indeed spin current is a qualitatively new tool for spin-dynamics control. Model. The system under consideration is illustrated in Fig.1a : a ferromagnetic (FM)
wire with a magnetization profile exhibiting two DWs, down which a spin current, J s x , is passed. The two DWs have the same extension w and are separated by the distance 2L.
Their profile M(x) = M 0 n(x) is parameterized by the angles α(x) and ϕ(x), i.e., n x = cos ϕ, n y = sin α sin ϕ, and n z = cos α sin ϕ, where ϕ(x) = arccos tanh x+L w + arccos tanh
Without loss of generality, we set α(−L) = α 1 = 0 at the first wall and α(L) = α 2 = α around the second. The interaction between the delocalized electronic states with spin σ and the (classical) localized moments forming the DWs are modeled by the "s-d " Hamiltonian [9, 18] (g is a local exchange coupling strength)
Independent of the different underlying mechanisms for generating the spin current density,
we can describe it with chargeless eigenstates ψ B (x) [19] ,
The first term generates a spin current along the wire; θ ∈ [0, 2π] in the second term accounts for residual spin precession and diffusion. With this, one obtains a finite spin expectation value along the wire only, i.e. σ x = 0 but σ y = 0. The x expectation value of the
x (k) ≡ 0 (here m is the effective mass). In contrast, for the spin current j
, respectively. These properties are particularly in line with experimental observations in the SSE geometry [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The primary quantity on which we focus our interest will be the spin-current transmission/reflection mediated DWs coupling. If the internal structure of M(x) varies on a scale larger than the electron wavelength at the Fermi surface k F , then the spin of conduction electrons follows the smoothly varying nonlinear magnetic texture. One can then unitarily transform to align locally with M, which introduces a nontrivial Berry curvature field and gives rise to the "spin motive force" [20] [21] [22] . On the other hand, for sharp DWs, i.e. if λ F = 2π/k F w (as realized in magnetic semiconductor-based structures), DW scatters strongly the carriers acting in effect as M(x) = M 0 δ(x) [18, 23] . Consequently, the scattering spinor wave function in the presence of double DWs can be expressed as, 
The complex coefficients t i (t ′ i ) and r i (r ′ i ) describe the spin reflection and transmission with reference to the original spin and spin-flip channels, and they can be analytically determined by the wave function continuity at x = ±L.
Magnetoelectric effect. At first, let us inspect the case of a small Fermi wave vector
being an effective spin-current scattering strength. We readily infer that the spin current is not influenced by the detailed configuration of two DWs and scatters equivalently from a composite magnetic cluster, setting such a collection of localized moments in a precessional and displacement motion as discussed in Ref. [19] . For a intermediate Fermi wave
vector and/or a sufficiently large distance between the DWs, such that k F L ≥ 1 whereas k F w ≪ 1, the spin-dependent interferences due to scattering from DWs result in a longrange interaction of DWs. Here the spin coherence is necessary which seems to be realizable (L s ∼ mm) via thermal [15, 24] or dynamical [16] approaches. Physically, the scattering leads to a redistribution of the spin electrochemical potential along the wire, resulting in a non-conserved spin current. Its density is inhomogeneous in three different region (cf. Fig.1(b-d) ), which can be imaged electrically by means of the inverse spin Hall effect, e.g.
by measuring a voltage build up in a Pt strip deposited on the sample perpendicular to the transport of spin current. Importantly, quite different to a short pseudocircuit in the charge channels in the case of single magnetic scattering [19] , now we have a spin-current-induced persistent electric current
after integrating out the residual spin precession and diffusion over θ (see also in Fig.1e ).
Phenomenologically, the DW has been predicted to behave at low energy as a magnetic impurity [25] , and consequently we have now two localized magnetic moments indirectly coupled through the carrier-mediated exchange interaction. Given α = 0(or π), from the symmetry point of view, the DWs configurations loose the mirror symmetry with respect to the zx plane, which points to an antisymmetric Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction along the wire [26] . In fact, the E x component of an electric field is allowed by symmetry, as discussed for multiferroic transition metal oxides [27] . Qualitatively, such an internal electric field is expressible by the vector products of DWs, E x ∼ê x · (n 1 × n 2 ) that would induce charge accumulation and/or electric current with C 2 symmetry, as demonstrated in Fig.1e .
Note that the angular-dependence of the induced charge current rules out a possible C 2v
planar Nernst effect [28, 29] . Thus, we can identify the rearrangements of DWs upon the encounter with the spin current having a defined direction as the underlying mechanism for the emergence of the electric field along the wire. This is insofar important as, beside the spin-current-induced macroscopic magnetoelectric effect, the setup in Fig.1a possesses multiple functionalities: it can be a thermally driven electric generator [30] provided that two DWs are mechanically pinned in non-coplanar manner.
Magnetic dynamics. The interference of incoming and reflected waves are expected to result in current-induced toques acting on the walls [7, 8] . Subsequently, we study STT magnetization M perpendicularly polarized at x = L (i.e., α(t = 0) = 0). The spin current acts on the right DW with a torque T µ (x) that follows from the jump in the spin current at the point x, or equivalently, within our model, from the nonequibrium spin density
where n is the unit vector along M, and the spin density we obtain from s µ (x) =
. Upon scattering, the spin current carried by Eq. (3) is modified, nonzero J netization dynamics are then modelled with the modified Landau-Lifshitz-Geilbert (LLG) equation [8, 31] 
where a g is the Gilbert damping parameter and D z is the perpendicular anisotropy energy [32, 33] . It should be noted that the temperature effect can be included as a stochastic field contributing to the effective magnetic field in LLG equation, however, it is shown that at low temperature, thermal fluctuations do not alter qualitatively the LLG dynamics [34] . With an initial parallel configuration of the DWs, we calculated the time dependence of the right DW magnetization shown in Fig.3 [35] . As concluded from the figures, the right DW is set in oscillating motion immediately when subjected to the spin current, which is different from the continuous displacements of a single localized magnetic structure [19, 36] . Furthermore, in spite of the large deviation of the spin density from the localized magnetization, the nonadiabatic torque [9] is absent in our case and the DW motion is terminated with magnetic reversal and small center shift of the wall along the wire. During its propagation, STT causes DW distortion developing an out-of-plane component of the magnetization, which exhibits a fast oscillation mode exacerbated by the anisotropically damped motion in theẑ direction (c.f. Fig.3(b-c) ). The magnetization switching time can be shown to be mainly determined by D z /α g . Even a small spin-current scattering strength, ∆ = 0.01 is found to
give a magnetic reversal because of a substantial reduction of the critical current due to the perpendicular anisotropy [37] .
Discussion. On the scale of the carriers motion DW may be considered nearly static.
Let us assume that two DWs are located at their potential minima as local spins, M 1 and M 2 . The spin-current channel naturally gives rise to an effective multi-orbital electron hopping between the spins M i . The Hamiltonian describing it, can take a simple form
jb c ia with t being the amplitude of hopping from the orbital a on the site i to the orbital b on the site j. Given that the time of the magnetic reversal (t ∼ 10 g −1 )
is much longer than the hopping time (∼ g −1 ), to a lowest order we obtain an effective antiferromagnetic interaction between DWs [38] ,
Considering the macroscopic spin coherence length over mm, one has thus a long-range spin-current induced antiferromagnetic coupling, resulting in anti-parallel configuration of two DWs in equilibrium state, which is consistent with the long-time behavior of magnetic dynamics (cf. Fig.3 ). Furthermore, there should be a dynamic magnetoelectric coupling during the distorted DWs oscillations as well [20, 21] , which allows possibly for a dynamical electric control of DWs structures by voltage pulse.
Conclusions and outlook . Pure spin current interaction with magnetic DWs results in 1.) long-range antiferromagnetic DWs coupling, and 2.) in STT-induced picosecond magnetic reversal for DWs with initially parallel polarizations. 3.) For two DWs pinned in a noncoplanar configuration, an internal magnetoelectric effect with C 2 symmetry is predicted.
Linking theory to experiment we note: favorable materials satisfy w < λ F < L predestinating dilute magnetic semiconductors [39] . E.g., for GaMnAs the domain wall width, w varies within 4 − 12 nm [42] and the hole concentration is around 10 18 − 10 20 cm −3 [43] .
We estimate k F = πρ 1D = Sπ × 10 −2 nm −1 , where ρ 1D is the linear hole density related to the bulk density by ρ 1D = ρ 3D S and S is the cross section (in unit of nm 2 ) and ρ 3D = 10 The damping coefficient α G as deduced from the domain wall mobility measurement [46, 47] is α G = 0.25 ± 0.05 (from ferromagnetic resonance α G ≈ 0.01 [48, 49] ). In GaMnAs pure spin-current may be delivered by SSE [13] . Thus, all parameters in the present theory and simulations are experimentally accessible. The theory is also applicable to open circuit dynamics in magnetic textures in insulators or molecules coupled to a spin current, e.g. [50] . Hence, the present approach is versatile and allows to uncover spin-current-induced effects such as magnetoelectric effect and ultrafast DW reversal pointing so to new possible concepts for efficient spintronic devices. acknowledges useful discussions with S.S.P. Parkin on the experimental aspects.
